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Astrometric Reduction
Fundamentals



Astrometry

We provide the reference frame for astronomy in

Distances

Positions

Proper Motions

at all wavelengths



Absolute calibration of all measured physical quantities of 
celestial bodies depends, directly or not, on distance

Mass (3rd Kepler’s law)

Luminosity (Pogson’s equation)

Radius (Eclipsing binaries)

Temperature (Stefan-Boltzmann law)

Absolute Calibration



Convert (x,y) in a plane frame into                          

(α,δ) on the celestial sphere 

Convert (Δx,Δy) measured between plane frames into 

(μα, μδ) on the celestial sphere

Astrometric Reduction

(x,y)                       (α,δ)
R

(Δx,Δy)                       (μα,μδ)
R
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GNOMONIC PROJECTION
Great circles become straight lines
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GNOMONIC PROJECTION
INVERSE

Astrometry for Astrophysics, ed. William van altena, ch. 19



Get (α,δ) for your frame
Take your frame, it has an epoch 

Find reference objects: Your frame must have objects with known 
positions at the frame’s epoch, to obtain positions for the rest of 
objects in the frame.

If you have extragalactic (not-moving) sources then you are done.

If you don’t, you need reference stars with positions updated to 
the frame’s epoch. Therefore you need proper motions to do so.

Your computed positions will be on the same reference system 
than your reference objects.



Take into account
The more reference stars you have, the better.

The mathematical model R to go from (x,y) to (α,δ).              
Its coefficients or parameters are derived from the 
reference stars information, i.e. their (x,y) and (α,δ).

Atmosphere

Gnomonic projection (also called Tangential)

Distortion pattern 

Other systematics introduced by the detector

The error budget

Measurement errors in (x,y)

Reference catalog errors in (α,δ)

Errors or inaccuracies in Model R 



Let’s do it!



http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/0508/m46m47_hetlage_f.jpg
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Centering
PSF = Point spread function

Image generated of a point source of light in your detector

Detection vs. Centering

Detection: IRAF daophot, SExtractor

Centering

Intensity-weighted position (photo-center)

Gaussian fit (when atmospheric turbulence > PSF size)

PSF fitting (for diffraction-limited images)

Numerical model or look-up table



SNR : Signal-to-noise ratio

Fainter = Worst, Brighter = Best

Too bright = Saturation

Prone to systematic errors 

Use special fitting routines (i.e. Tepui function)

Most precise catalogs have only brightest stars

Centering Abad et al. A&A 416: 811 (2004)
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Centering errors
Any centering algorithm must 
include an error estimate per 
position coordinate

Check differential position errors in 
repeated images (overlapping frames 
- same epoch)

Good astrometric sampling:                      
≥5 pixels per FWHM

Good astrometric centering can 
achieve 1/50th of a pixel

SExtractor: Use the so-called 
windowed positions (XWIN,YWIN)

Anderson & King PASP 112: 1360 (2000)















What is always off
The detector ... is off the optical axis

Focal distance ... is not the nominal one

Telescope pointing ... is off PLATE TILT

WCS CAN SOLVE THESE FOR YOU ... AND ONLY THAT

WORLD COORDINATE SYSTEM = WCS



And that pesky atmosphere ...

Atmospheric refraction reduces 
zenith angle of stars

It affects the frame scale

More important on large FOVs

In small FOVs, the effect can be 
largely taken out by the linear 
terms of the solution

It can affect stars by color 
(differential color refraction)
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At z=45˚ 

difference in positions 

of about 60”
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And ... never forget distortion

NGC 188 - OPTIC CAMERA @ WIYN + V-FILTER



Light = random errors (Poisson)

Atmosphere = random errors (Turbulence - Gaussian), 
systematic errors (Atmospheric refraction)

Telescope = systematic errors (optical aberrations, PSF)

Detector = random and systematic errors (readout noise, more 
distortion, charge bleeding,...)

You = when you do not model properly any of the above

ATMOSPHERE + 
TELESCOPE + 

DETECTORξ

η

σ
Sources 
of error



Distorsion pattern
OFAD = Optical Field Angle Distortion

Usually 3rd-order terms correct for barrel or cushion distorsion

Complicated patterns

5th-order terms

Moving weighted average or other smoothed fits

Systematics with magnitude

Magnitude equation (plates)

Readout bleeding or chip defects (CCDs)

Systematics with color

Differential color refraction



Abad, C.  A&AS 111: 369 (1995)



It gets worst in mosaics
WFI @ 2.2M DISTORTION

USNO-A2

3rd-order polynomial solution

 Astrometrix by Mario Radovich

SCAMP by Emmanuel Bertin

Schirmer et al. A&A 407, 869–888 (2003) 

http://www.na.astro.it/~radovich/wifix.htm

http://www.astromatic.net/software/scamp

TERAPIX

http://www.na.astro.it/~radovich/wifix.htm
http://www.na.astro.it/~radovich/wifix.htm
http://www.astromatic.net/software/scamp
http://www.astromatic.net/software/scamp
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WCS-COMPLIANT FRAMES

TERAPIX
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Distortion vs Lensing

REDUCING SYSTEMATIC ERROR IN WEAK LENSING CLUSTER SURVEYS
Utsumi et al. ApJ 786: 93 (2014)
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to conform to absolute celestial coordinates”



Distortion vs Lensing

REDUCING SYSTEMATIC ERROR IN WEAK LENSING CLUSTER SURVEYS
Utsumi et al. ApJ 786: 93 (2014)

“Refinement of the mosaic CCD warping procedure 
to conform to absolute celestial coordinates”

OLD PLAIN
GOOD ASTROMETRY



Fitting an elephant

With four parameters I can fit an elephant, 
and with five I can make him wiggle his trunk. 

Attributed to von Neumann by Enrico Fermi, as quoted by Freeman Dyson in “A meeting with Enrico Fermi” 
Nature 427 (22 January 2004) p. 297

http://perfdynamics.blogspot.com/2011/06/winking-pink-elephant.html



General solution
(x,y) from image               (ξ,η) from catalog

Astrometry for Astrophysics, ed. William van altena, ch. 19



Solution’s rules of thumb

How many coefficients your model R has?

Get as least 3 times reference stars

Reference stars preferably should spread

on position, magnitude and color

The “mask” requirements depend on its resolution

Do not go overboard in the mask parameters    
(if polynomial don’t go beyond 5th-order terms)



Global solutions

Same star in different 
frames should yield the 
same (α,δ)

All stars in overlapping 
areas can be used to tie in 
the solution

Errors can be reduced 
dramatically

Huge matrix to be inverted 
(i.e. Cholesky)

Very sensitive to the model 
chosen for distortion

Iterative solutions must be 
controlled to avoid “drifting” 
the reference frame =     
Can be unstable

Simultaneous solution of all observations to obtain 
the stars and frames parameters
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Global solutions

Overlapping plates method or Block Adjusment

A global structure must be provided somehow,         
i.e. a number of reference stars all over 



Global solutions

Overlapping plates method or Block Adjusment

A global structure must be provided somehow,         
i.e. a number of reference stars all over 

WITH GREAT POWER
COMES

GREAT RESPONSABILITY



Eichhorn 1960

Jefferys 1963

Eichhorn and Williams 1963

Eichhorn, Googe & Gatewood 1967

Eichhorn & Russell 1976

Jefferys 1979

Eichhorn 1988 (general solution)

Jefferys 1987 (quaternions)

Stock 1988

Brosche et al. 1989 (orthogonal functions)

Taff et al. 1988

Block adjustment



Measuring Proper Motions

Materialize an inertial reference frame using the observations

A set of fiducial objects that do not move or that we know 
how they move (e.g. external galaxies, reference stars)

Measure the change of positions (Δx,Δy) with respect to such 
frame, and project it back to the sky into a (μα,μδ), using a 
mathematical model R, whose coefficients or parameters are 
computed from the reference stars information



Measuring Proper Motions

Materialize an inertial reference frame using the observations

A set of fiducial objects that do not move or that we know 
how they move (e.g. external galaxies, reference stars)

Measure the change of positions (Δx,Δy) with respect to such 
frame, and project it back to the sky into a (μα,μδ), using a 
mathematical model R, whose coefficients or parameters are 
computed from the reference stars information

EASIER SAID THAN DONE



Extragalactic sources as a network of points that provide an 
inertial reference frame ≡ independent realization of the ICRS
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PRECISION  vs  ACCURACY



Types of errors
Random vs Systematic: 

Affects each measurement stochastically, i.e.    
every time it takes a different value,                       

but statistically behavior can be modeled.           
They always happen.

Affects all measurements deterministically, i.e.    

every time it takes the same value,                         
but can be known only against a reference value.          

They may or may not be present



Types of errors

Internal vs External: 

Comparison of several measurements 
within the same experiment

Comparison of measurements         
from different experiments

EXTERNAL ERRORS DO NOT NECESSARILY MEASURE SYSTEMATIC ERRORS



For a set of N stars we have two sets of independently 
measured proper motions

Assume within each set all stars have about the same error

Statistics of random errors



And if you have three ...

YOU CAN SOLVE EACH ERROR INDIVIDUALLY 

THESE ARE EXTERNAL ERRORS,
AS THEY COME FROM A COMPARISON 

WITH AN EXTERNAL SOURCE OF INFORMATION

YET THEY ARE NOT A MEASURE OF ACCURACY BUT OF PRECISION



External vs Internal
If external errors > internal ones then 

probable presence of uncorrected systematics in the catalogs

Courtesy of Dávila, E. (2014)



Error Budget
Reference frame error

Random and systematic errors affecting reference stars

Errors of the mathematical model R(x,y)=(α,δ) or 
R(Δx,Δy)=(Δα,Δδ) coming from 

Measurement of the stars positions (random)

How appropriate the model is (systematic)

Individual measurement error per star

Measurement of the stars positions (random)



Current Astrometric 
Reference Catalogs
Uncertainties and Limitations



Astrometric Catalogs

Coordinates at given (fixed) epoch, e.g. 2000.0

Proper motions

Mean epoch

Positional errors at mean epoch

Proper motion errors (individual)

Catalog uncertainty (reference frame error)



ASTROMETRIC CATALOG



ASTROMETRIC CATALOG

• EPOCH
• POSITION
• PROPER MOTION
• MEAN EPOCH
• POSITION ERROR AT MEAN EPOCH
• PROPER MOTION ERROR



System vs Frame
A reference system is the complete specification of how a celestial 

coordinate system is to be formed. It defines the origin and 

fundamental planes (or axes) of the coordinate system. It also 

specifies all of the constants, models, and algorithms used to 

transform between observable quantities and reference data that 

conform to the system. 

A reference frame consists of a set of identifiable fiducial points on 

the sky along with their coordinates that serves as the practical 

realization of a reference system.



Reference System

Fundamental Plane

Zero point on it

Orientation (right-handed)

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/95/Coordenadas_esfEricas_figura.png
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Reference System

2000.0 Mean Celestial Equator

Intersection with Ecliptic

Orientation (right-handed)

http://star-www.st-and.ac.uk/~fv/webnotes/chapt16.htm

http://star-www.st-and.ac.uk/~fv/webnotes/chapt16.htm
http://star-www.st-and.ac.uk/~fv/webnotes/chapt16.htm


Precession ... not a problem anymore

Vernal point moves

Sun reaches vernal 
point in less than a 
year

Seasons start earlier 
(precede)

λ increases 50”/yr
www.youtu.be/HOPznRRiWOg

http://www.youtu.be/HOPznRRiWOg
http://www.youtu.be/HOPznRRiWOg


ICRS and ICRF
ICRS = International Celestial Reference System:                                     
(mean) Equator and (dynamical) Equinox of J2000.0

ICRF1 = International Celestial Reference Frame:

Most precise realization of ICRS until 2009

Based on 608 (212 defining sources) QSOs, VLBI interferometry positions

Stability of the axes (Accuracy) = 20 μas

Individual uncertanty (Precision) = 500 μas

ICRF2:

Current most precise realization of ICRS

Based on 3414 (295 defining sources) QSOs, VLBI interferometry positions

Stability of the axes (Accuracy) = 10 μas

Individual uncertanty (Precision) = 100 μas



Hipparcos and below...
Hipparcos is the best realization of the ICRS in the optical

ICRF QSOs positions relative to Hipparcos stars were 
measured from the ground

85% of Hipparcos stars were observed with ground- and 
space-based radio and optical instruments (HCRF)

And down from there, all the other catalogs

Tycho-2

UCAC2,3,4, SPM2,3,4, ...

USNO, GSC, PPMXL, ...



Errors grow with time
Proper motions

Mean epoch T

Positional errors at mean epoch

Proper motion errors



Only at mean epoch, position and proper motion are independent. 
For any other epoch, covariance terms must be considered
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Uncertainties along time

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hipparcos

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hipparcos
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hipparcos


THE RANKING OF ASTROMETRIC CATALOGUES

Girard IAUS 248: 303 (2008)



What means to be good

Global reference frame accuracy

Stability of reference frames at 
smaller scales

Extended positional and 
magnitud coverage

High density of stars (deep)

Small amount of false or no data



USNO B1.0, 10’ radius field at (l,b)=(0,-6)

Non-astrometric large scale surveys 
generally have poor astrometry

Courtesy of Vieira, K.



Girard et al. AJ 142: 15 (2011)

30’ x 30’ FOV



Catalog N Area Dens Vc
σμ(r/a)

[mas/yr]
Source Material / 

Notes

Hipparcos 118K all-sky 3 7.5
0.9
0.25

fully satellite-based

Tycho2 2.5M all-sky 62 11.5
2.5
0.25

Hipparcos starmapper + 
ground-based cats

MOST PRECISE



ASTROGRAPH SURVEYS

Catalog N Area Dens Vc
σμ(r/a)

[mas/yr]
Source Material / 

Notes

UCAC4
(1,2,3)

113M all-sky 2K 16.5
~3
~3

modern CCD + 
ground-based plate 
catalogs and plates

NPM2
(1)

0.4M δ>-23° 23 ---
~5
~1

plates with objective 
grating

SPM4
(1,2,3)

103M δ<-20° 2.9K 17.5
3 - 5
~1

plates + CCD with 
objective grating

Pul-3
(1,2)

59K -5°<δ<85° 3 <16.5
3 - 10
10 - 12

plates



Catalog N Area Dens Vc
σμ(r/a)

[mas/yr]
Source 

Material / Notes

USNO B1 1046M all-sky 25K ~21
~5
?

POSS1, POSS2, 
ESO, AAO, SERC

GSC 2.3.2 945M all-sky 23K ~21
6 - 8
~ 8

POSS1, POSS2, 
ESO, AAO, SERC

Super
COSMOS

>1000M δ<+3° 46K ~21
10 – 50
< 1 ?

POSS1, POSS2, 
UKST, ESO

SCHMIDT TELESCOPE SURVEYS



Catalog N Area Dens Vc
σμ(r/a)

[mas/yr]
Source Material / 

Notes

SDSS-USNOB1 ~8M 2K sq 3.8K 19.7
3 - 3.5
< 0.5 ?

SDSS - USNOB1

XPM 280M full sky ~7K 19
3 - 10

1
2MASS - USNOA2

PPMXL 900M full sky 22K 20
4 - 10

? 
2MASS - USNOB1

COMBINING OTHER SURVEYS



RANK-MERGED CATALOGS

Catalog N Area Dens Vc
σμ(r/a)

[mas/yr]
Source Material / 

Notes

NOMAD 1100M all-sky 27K ~21
1 - 5

0.2 - ?

HIPPARCOS
+Tycho2+UCAC2+

USNOB1



Catalog N Area Dens Vc
σμ(r/a)

[mas/yr]
Source 

Material / Notes

PM2000
Bordeaux

2.67M 11<δ<18 1K 15.4
1.5 - 6

?

CCD + CdC 
plates + 
AC2000.2 + 
USNO A2.0 + 
YellowSky

CMC15
(1,...,14)

122M -40<δ<50 4K <17 30 - 60 mas
Photoelectric 
Micrometer, CCD

CMSJ4
(1,2,3)

? -55<δ<3 ? <16 ? CCD

MERIDIAN CIRCLE SURVEYS



LARGE PROPER MOTIONS

Catalog N Area Dens Vc
σμ(r/a)

[mas/yr]
Source Material / Notes

rNLTT 59K
44% 
sky

3 ~18
3 - 5

?
NLTT+POSS1+2MASS

LSPM 122K all-sky 3 21
10 - 20

?

μ>150 mas/yr
DSS’s and SUPERBLINK 
software (+Tycho2)



Why uncertainty is an issue

Momany & Zaggia A&A 437: 339 (2005)

LMC Young MS
LMC He-Burning

 
Gal. disk FK dwarfs

Gal. disk K giants

LMC red super-giants
LMC O-rich stars
LMC C-rich stars



Uncertainty evolution

http://www.mattiavaccari.net/research/masterthesis/masterthesis/node7.html

http://www.mattiavaccari.net/research/masterthesis/masterthesis/node7.html
http://www.mattiavaccari.net/research/masterthesis/masterthesis/node7.html


Proper Motions
Astrophysics



Hipparcos scientific impact

The provision of an accurate reference frame,        
for positions and proper motions

Constraints on stellar structure and stellar evolution

Galactic kinematics and dynamics

Astronomical applications of Astrometry: 
Ten years of exploitation of the Hipparcos satellite data

By Michael Perryman



Distances

http://www.astro.virginia.edu/class/whittle/astr553/Topic16/t16_distance_ladder.html

http://www.astro.virginia.edu/class/whittle/astr553/Topic16/t16_distance_ladder.html
http://www.astro.virginia.edu/class/whittle/astr553/Topic16/t16_distance_ladder.html


Pleiades

Hipparcos = 120.2 ± 1.5 pc (van Leeuwen A&A 341: L71)

Other techniques = 133.5 ± 1.2 pc

VLBI = 136.2 ± 1.2 pc (Melis et al. Science, 345: 1029 (2014)

Lascaux Cave, 15000 BC



PARALLAX

http://astro.physics.uiowa.edu/ITU/labs/foundational-labs/parallax/parallax-puzzlers.html

http://astro.physics.uiowa.edu/ITU/labs/foundational-labs/parallax/parallax-puzzlers.html
http://astro.physics.uiowa.edu/ITU/labs/foundational-labs/parallax/parallax-puzzlers.html


PARALLAX

d
π

http://astro.physics.uiowa.edu/ITU/labs/foundational-labs/parallax/parallax-puzzlers.html

http://astro.physics.uiowa.edu/ITU/labs/foundational-labs/parallax/parallax-puzzlers.html
http://astro.physics.uiowa.edu/ITU/labs/foundational-labs/parallax/parallax-puzzlers.html


http://www.astro.virginia.edu/class/majewski/astr551/lectures/VELOCITIES/velocities.html

PARALLACTIC ELLIPSE

ECLIPTIC COORDINATES

http://www.astro.virginia.edu/class/majewski/astr551/lectures/VELOCITIES/velocities.html
http://www.astro.virginia.edu/class/majewski/astr551/lectures/VELOCITIES/velocities.html


http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/~pogge/Ast162/Movies/proper.html

PROPER MOTION

http://www.cliffsnotes.com/sciences/astronomy/observational-properties-of-stars/proper-motions-and-radial-velocities

http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/~pogge/Ast162/Movies/proper.html
http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/~pogge/Ast162/Movies/proper.html
http://www.cliffsnotes.com/sciences/astronomy/observational-properties-of-stars/proper-motions-and-radial-velocities
http://www.cliffsnotes.com/sciences/astronomy/observational-properties-of-stars/proper-motions-and-radial-velocities


PROPER MOTIONS

Proper motion and parallax
for brown dwarf SSSPM J1102-3431
Teixeira et al. A&A 489: 825 (2008)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hipparcos

POSITIONS DISTANCE

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hipparcos
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hipparcos


+ EXOPLANET

http://www.markelowitz.com/Exoplanets.html

http://www.markelowitz.com/Exoplanets.html
http://www.markelowitz.com/Exoplanets.html


Vector-Point Diagram

Platais et al. AJ 126: 2922 (2003)

Can only be applied on a small 
area of interest, where we 
suspect a population move 
noticeably different than 
another one

The farther we go in distance, 
the smaller the proper motions



Convergent Point Method 

Courtesy of Abad C. & Ortigoza M.



Proper Motions for ... 
Computing positions and errors along time

Indirect measurements of luminosity and distance 
(reduced proper motions)

Provide tangential component of velocity for 
kinematical studies



Catalog must be
Computing positions and errors along time

Deep and precise

Indirect measurements of luminosity and distance 
(reduced proper motions)

Precise

Provide tangential component of velocity for 
kinematical studies

Accurate and precise



Reduced proper motions

To separate giants from dwarfs 

within a stellar population with similar kinematics



White Dwarfs detection

SDSS-USNOB1

Reduced proper motions

Luminosity separation

95

Hg = g + 5 logµ + 5

Kilic et al. AJ 131: 582 (2006)

WD

SD
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Luminosity function

Harris et al. AJ 131: 571 (2006)

White Dwarfs detection



NLTT WD & SD

97

Salim & Gould AJ 575: L83 (2002)



Thick Disk Velocity Profile using SPM3

98

Girard et al. AJ 132: 1768 (2006)

SPM3 stars within 15° of the SGP ►

2MASS photometry to select mostly 
giant stars in the thick disk  ►

Ngiants ~ 1200
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Proper Motions:
Thick disk stars can be easily 
separated from nearby faint dwarfs, 
that have a much larger proper 
motion dispersion

↓

Transverse velocities:
Estimate absolute magnitude as a 
function of color J-K

Translate (J,K,µ) into (U,V,d)

Thick Disk Velocity Profile using SPM3
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Density and velocity profiles:
In the 1 < z < 4 kpc range

Exponential profile for density
Linear profile for mean velocity
Linear profile for velocity dispersion

Thick disk parameters:
Monte-Carlo simulations that include the effects of the 
known uncertainties in proper motions, to obtain the 
parameters of the thick dick of the Galaxy:

   hz = 783 ±48 pc

   dV/dz = -30 ±3 km/s/kpc

   dσV,U/dz = 9 ±3 km/s/kpc

(8 ± 6 % Halo contamination)

U

V

Thick Disk Velocity Profile using SPM3
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Best fit model (-----)

Observed profile ±1σ Error (sampling, observational biases, pm errors)

Thick Disk Velocity Profile using SPM3



Vertical velocities from RC pm

102
Lopez-Corredoira arXiv:1409.6222
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Proper Motion Errors ... 
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Proper Motion Errors ... 



McWilliam & Zoccali 2010

Vásquez et al. 2013

Red clump splits in two

Galactic bulge is X-shaped

Different pointings along the Bulge

Careful stellar counts

Proper motions

Radial veocities

Metallicities

The X-shaped MW Bulge
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Model of a strong 
boxy-peanut bulge



RECONS

Research Consortium 
on Nearby Stars



Preliminary candidates:
High proper motion stars

Reduced proper motions:
To separate dwarfs from giants

Subasavage et al.  AJ 129: 413 (2005)



Red dwarfs < 10 pc

47 discoveries = 23% increase



Eclipsing 
binaries

Visual 
binaries

Stellar mass 
can only be determined directly 

in binary stars 
with measured distance

Kepler’s 3rd Law



RECONS



RECONS



M-L Relation



Red subdwarfs

Main sequence stars

Low metallicity

Lower luminosity

Metallicity effects on        
stellar luminosity

Radiative transfer in the 
stellar atmosphere



White dwarfs

CTIOPI: GSU + UVa + UChile

CTIO Parallax Investigation

M-L relation calibration

Cooling sequence

Luminosity - Color

Luminosity - Mass



NGC 3602

NGC 3602

Planetary nebula

HST images

10 yrs apart

Szyszka et al. MNRAS 416: 715 (2006)





Planetary nebula evolution

Velocity field

Hubble-like flow

Velocity ∝ Distance

Extends into the innermost 
parts of the nebula



NGC 3602

Massive molecular gas torus 

expelled 5000 yrs ago and 

expanded until 2900 yrs ago

Outermost lobes expelled     

during a 650 yrs event,        

about 2250 yrs ago and formed 

through an accretion disc 

around a companion to the 

central star



Jet proper motion in 3C 66B

Sayfert Galaxy

z=0.02, d = 92 Mpc

Jet & contrajet in R, IR, V & X-ray

VLBI images, 2.3  & 8.4 GHz

10 epochs, 4 yrs span

Sudou & Iguchi AJ 142: 49 (2011)



Subluminal motion       
from 0.3c to 0.96c     
within 1.3 pc from the core

Due to changes in the 
viewing angles?

Due to changes in the 
emissivity profile?



Recomendations
Always consider errors in the astrometric data.

Astrometric catalogs, as Statistics, work better 
with large samples. If using data for a single star, 
take it with a grain of salt, cross-check with other 
catalogs if possible.

Choose the astrometric catalog based on the use 
you will make of it.

In case of doubt, call an astrometrist.



An insider’s perspective

On small FOV, anyone can do relative pm, some can do absolute pm.

On large FOV, relative or absolute pm, you better call an astrometrist.

        has limited powers, systematics rule.

Doing orbits based on pm? You know whom to call now.

Do not do plates at home. Do not take CCD astrometry for granted.

Planning a large scale survey? Hire an astrometrist! Because great 
positions today make great proper motions tomorrow.



The astronomy food chain

Circulated c. 1974 by Ron Probst, UVa.  Scholarpedia - Astrometry



What is out there ...

Amelia Bayo

VO tools for astrometry
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